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Excursion or guided tour
is one of the most fascinating ways to obtain 

and transfer the knowledge!

There are three basic elements  

of an excursion: 

tourists 

objects of demonstration 

a guide 



Without tourists,  

it might be an expedition

Without  

an object,  

it is rather  

lecture than  

an excursion

Without a guide,  

it could be kind of a stroll 



Emotional and intellectual  

object-tourist interaction appears 

through the guiding



developing a guiding tour  

is hard work of a creative group 
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Materials for 

excursions can be 

collected from 

encyclopedias, 

archives, museums, 

films, conversations 

with participants  

and eyewitnesses  

of events

Local myths liven up 

excursions! 

it’s important  

to highlight that  

this is a myth.  

Do not...



Participation of a local resident  

who would tell own story related  

to the topic could brighten up the tour 

It’s necessary to agree 

on the content and time 

of the conversation  

with the local resident  

in advance



An order of objects  

and its relation to the main 

topic are initial for  

the route development 

It is crucial to select  

objects related  

to the excursion’s topic  

but not just all that is  

significant

Logic transitions  

between the objects  

and subthemes are  

no less important than  

the content of the tour. 

It should be mulled over 

beforehand and included  

in the excursion’s text 



It is important to keep track of main  

topic development, what is the reason  

to show particular objects to tourists

“School Garden”

It’s better to finish the route 

with the brightest and most 

interesting objects



The guide’s portfolio 

contains materials  

that help reveal  

the topic of the tour

The guide’s portfolio should contain  

photos of the objects that are lost  

or have been destroyed (damaged, 

significantly changed) but are important  

for covering the excursion’s topic

Do not overload  

the portfolio  

as the real objects  

are the main thing



After the preparatory 

work, we have to write  

a text for the excursion 

and elaborate a route

It’s necessary to follow  

the route beforehand in order 

to define the time for observing 

the objects and object-to-

object transitioning, to choose 

points of demonstrations, 

and to define locations for 

transport stops

10 minutes

6 minutes

18 minutes

35 minutes



in the excursion, the demonstration 

leads the story!  

It’s necessary to choose  

a demonstration point correctly

The guide stands  

half-turned to the group  

so as not to obscure the view

the group stands in a semicircle at a distance 

of 1.5-2 m from the guide. It is important  

to keep eye contact with the group!



In addition to vision and hearing,  

it is important to involve other senses.  

For example, you may offer the tourists  

to try local products…



...feel the coolness of the spring water  

on a hot day, enjoy the scent of meadow 

grass described in the work which your 

literary excursion is dedicated to

“Sweet medicinal smell wafted from the swamp…” 

from “The Tavern on the Braginka” by K. Paustovsky



...hug a century-old tree,

plant seedlings or harvest...



...and even pet the animals!

Do not forget about  

safety precautions!



Moreover, you may include game 

elements in your guided tour,  

e.g. “The Adventures of Plants”
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